You could perhaps purchase a Brand X wood-fired boiler.
But a boiler from Lopper is a sure thing.

It’s about our environment
Wood is the ideal form of stored solar
energy.
Wood from our forests makes a
valuable contribution to energy
supply. The percentage of firewood
used today amounts to approximately
2% of all energy consumption. The
percentage should, though, be
increased as quickly as possible up to
4 or 6 percent.

This potential, and also desirable,
increase in firewood consumption
would provide the financially
struggling forestry and timber
industries with better value-added
benefits from their forests. Everyone
would benefit from this.
Better economic utilization of forests
is not just a matter of money. It is also
essential to our future quality of life.
The healthy forest works like a giant
filter. It cleans the air, absorbs noise,
and regulates the climate. In the
healthy forest, we find quiet and rest.
Only the healthy forest can tame
torrents of rain and prevent erosion
and floods.
Wood is an ideal energy source. It is
clean and easily stored. Wood can be
harvested when it is needed. Because
the combustion of wood completes a
natural cycle of life, wood is all of a
sudden gaining attraction in this age
of global warming and nuclear
disasters.

It’s also about money

We need “Soft Tech”

Today we are being lulled into a false
sense of security about oil prices.

Not all wood-fired systems are
environmentally friendly.

Prices for firewood range from the
lowest to highest prices of heating oil.
Future heating oil prices will be
difficult to predict. Everything
suggests the threat of a higher price of
oil in just a few years.

Wood smoke smells “cozy” but
signifies incomplete combustion. This
is why intelligent, constructive
measures are necessary for woodfired boilers to be environmentally
friendly.

Additionally the USA and Europe will
soon have exhausted their own oil
reserves and are becoming completely
dependent on Middle East and
Russian oil supplies.
Today’s buyer’s market will then
become a seller’s market, which will
put us at their mercy for both price
and supply security.
The local wood energy market,
however, provides supply security at
reasonable prices and terms.
Wood renews itself faster than any
other known fuel. A tree grows to a
useful size in about 80 to 90 years.
Coal forms within about 300 to 400
million years. With heating oil, it
takes even longer.
We also need to use today’s available
oil reserves for smarter purposes than
just for heating. The desired use of
wood as heating fuel is therefore
especially wise.

We boiler manufacturers must get
away from just “percentage efficiency”
thinking. The avoidance of toxic
residues in combustion exhaust must
be the primary requirement of a
modern boiler. This applies equally to
oil, gas and solid fuel-fired boilers.
Fuel-related pollutants such as sulfur
dioxide, hydrofluorides and heavy
metals can be only marginally
influenced by the combustion process.
These pollutants hardly exist in wood.
Combustion-related pollutants are a
different matter, however. Pollutants
such as hydrocarbons (HC), carbon
monoxide (CO), fine particulate matter
(PM) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) can
be strongly reduced through
combustion chamber geometry, the
design of heat transfer surfaces and
the two-stage combustion process,
which consists of gasification and
secondary combustion.
Whoever harms our environment also
harms our health. After all, we
breathe what we exhaust into the air.
Man is thus the last link in the chain
and also the end-point for all
environmental waste.

The soul of the
boilermaker lives in
a Lopper boiler
What, where? In lower Bavaria? That
is always the question of our contacts
when we talk about our boiler factory.

The feeling, instinct and experience of
the boilermaker cannot be replaced by
computers and robots. The high
capabilities of all Lopper boilers go
hand-in-hand with optimal
environmental friendliness and
reduced dependence on type and
preparation of wood fuel.

Yes, in lower Bavaria. Where folks are
staunchly conservative politically and
as Catholic as the holy water in St.
Peter’s Dome.

To be a boilermaker means being a
brilliant designer, craftsman,
mathematician and artist all at the
same time. To be a boilermaker also
means, in large measure, engagement
with the customer, as only satisfied
customers will recommend us to
others.

Fossil and nuclear energy must in the
long term be replaced through
renewable energy sources to ensure
the basis of life on earth for coming
generations.
Modern, wood-fired systems can keep
pace with oil or natural gas-fired
boilers. A higher standard regarding
efficiency and environmentallyfriendly combustion is the benchmark
today. Wood-fired heaters contribute
to the economic security of land and
forest operations.
Lopper boilers have always held a
special place in the category of wood
gasification boilers. In spite of
complex, modern technology, they
require no special handling. Quite the
opposite.
Building a Lopper boiler takes
sweat and is back-breaking work.
Over 86 meters of weld joints must
not only be performed, but also
prepared and tested. That requires
patience and know-how.

Our boilermakers come from families
that have lived in lower Bavaria for
generations. Deliberate, unwavering
and not suited for hurried piece work,
they stack up their work neatly, just
like the firewood behind the house.
The steadfast adherence to quality
standards shows itself anew in each
boiler. For the preparation of our
Lopper boiler, we have ensured that
only proven hand-fabrication
traditions are used.

Know-how is thus so important in the
selection of materials in order to meet
sometimes unimaginable demands in
high-technology, wood-gasification
boilers. Only the best quality
materials are allowed be used in our
boilers.
Building a first-class boiler is just as
self-explanatory as it is the result of a
sense of responsibility to make the
boiler as safe and maintenanceindependent as possible. Mediocrity
in boiler manufacturing is not
something to be sold for the long term.
Clean technology begins in the boiler
room. That is how a Lopper boiler
comes into the picture.

So this is how
gasification works
Not every wood-fired boiler is a
gasifier. Gasification also means more
than just blowing combustion air into
the boiler. Gasification refers to wood
combustion in which a flame
temperature of more than 600 deg C is
produced.

At the beginning of the secondary
combustion step, secondary air is
mixed into the released gases
immediately before the entrance to
the secondary combustion chamber.
A self-regulating effect is achieved in
that the stronger the fire, the more
secondary air will be drawn in.

In the combustion gas passageways,
turbulators are inserted, with which
the boiler can be exactly matched to
existing chimney conditions. Whether
you require just a simple boiler
replacement or whether a whole new
system is being built, the boiler
adjusts effortlessly to every situation.

Wasserdampf = Steam
Holztrocknung = wood drying
Laevoglucosan = Levoglucosan
Leichte Teere = light tars
Sekundaerverbrennung =
Secondary combustion
Unvollstaendig = incomplete
Ineffizient = inefficient
Keine thermische Zersetzung =
No thermal decomposition
Rauchgas = Smoke
Phenole = Phenols
Teere = Tars
Nachschaltflaeche = downstream
surfaces
Kalte Sekundaerluft = cold secondary
air
Wand = wall

Through the design of the combustion
chamber and heat transfer surfaces, as
well as through gasification and
secondary combustion, poisonous
carbon monoxide can be avoided and
only low levels of nitrogen oxide and
hydrocarbon emissions produced.

Wood contains about 85 percent
volatile matter, which is released in
gaseous form during combustion.
Only 14 percent remains as charcoal
and about 1 percent as solid ash.
Wood burns in three phases. First,
there is the complete drying of the
fuel. Then the lighter gaseous
components burn. It is only in the
third phase that the heavier volatiles
and charcoal are burned.
Drying occurs at temperatures up to
about 200 deg C. Air-dried wood still
contains about 15 to 20 percent
moisture. Between 200 and 600 deg
C, the wood breaks down and splits
into various chemical components in a
liquid state, which then gasify. When
these components oxidize in the
flame, heat starts to be released. This
combustion phase is called pyrolosis.
It is only at temperatures above 600
deg C that the less volatile gases burn
and a glowing charcoal bed is formed.
It is through the burning of heavier
volatiles at 900 to 1000 deg C that the
heat for oxidizing the core mass is
produced. This entire process
constitutes wood gasification.
To make the combustion process even
more effective, the incompletely
burned gases are led into a cyclone,
secondary combustion chamber and
mixed with pre-heated secondary air.
The unburned gases can now ignite
and burn out completely
The secondary combustion chamber is
comprised of heat-resistant refractory
bricks.

With this superior technology, all
types and qualities of wood can be
burned in all Lopper boilers
without visible smoke leaving the
chimney.

Total combustion
on the ceramic
honeycomb grate
Stone is the oldest and most proven
material suitable for building a
fireplace. On no other material is
burnout as complete as on a ceramic
grate. Ceramic in wood firing is a
patent of nature.

The ceramic insert stones are
provided with air inlet openings. The
incoming primary air can thus be led
to the charcoal bed, where it is most
favorable for optimal combustion.

Part of the incoming airflow through
the air inlets spreads laterally over the
glowbed and supports the gasification
process. A low-emissions gas mixture
is achieved, which is subsequently led
into the secondary combustion
chamber and then completely burned
out.
Dividing the large grate assembly into
many small sections makes it
impossible for ceramic pieces to crack
under the enormous heat impact that
occurs during the burnout phase.
Ceramic honeycomb grates offer
special advantages for boilers used in
carpentry shops, cabinet
manufacturing, or sawmills, since the
waste materials from these
applications, just like wood chips or
straw pellets, require more underfeed
combustion air into the glow bed,
compared to what is necessary for
logwood.
Thanks to this superior grate
combination of cast steel and
ceramic, it is possible to preserve
all of the advantages of a ceramic
grate without taking the risk of
repeated grate breakage.

In order to use a ceramic grid that
offers all the advantages of a hot stone
plate while being able to withstand all
mechanical requirements, it was
necessary to construct a honeycomb
grid of high-alloy cast steel and to
insert strong, ceramic grid segments.
The honeycomb construction of the
grate frame guarantees the ceramic
segments also therefore are protected
against damage even when log pieces
are carelessly and forcefully thrown
onto the grate.

The honeycomb-shaped ceramic grate
increases the efficiency of the boiler,
since it was developed to bring in the
primary combustion air and is
provided with air inlet openings.
Through substitution of insert stones
with air inlet openings by stones
without openings, the quantity and
pattern of incoming air under the
glowbed can be regulated and the
boiler can be adjusted to various
shapes and types of wood fuel.

Large wood volume
and robust design
Nothing spoils the joy of wood-firing
more fundamentally than a boiler with
too small of a loading chamber.
Only somebody who has such a failed
design knows what is means, to have
to check the boiler hourly to see
whether the wood has run out. Or
whether the log pieces, for the
umpteenth time, have gotten stuck in
the loading chamber that is too
narrow.

Our large wood gasifiers with
capacities of 120 to 1000 kW have
wood loading chambers of 127 cm
width, so that pallet boards can go
into the boiler without having to be
cut up. That saves work and is
convenient.

Some of us have perhaps already
resigned ourselves, knowingly or
unknowingly, to “only as good as
necessary”, to premature boiler
failures, and to strife with the
neighbors over smoke and smell
pollution.

With the Lopper boiler, no wood gets
stuck in the loading chamber. All
boiler models have conically
expanding, amply dimensioned, wood
loading chambers, so that odd-shaped
log pieces can flow downward without
problem. The boiler can be loaded
conveniently through the large
loading doors.
The water cooling of the loading
chamber prevents the uncontrolled
burning of the entire wood load in the
chamber, while not hindering the
drying of wood.
Especially for waste wood materials,
the sloped loading door in the
DRUMMER and the upper loading
door in the DRAGON are ideal. But
logwood can also be conveniently
loaded into both boiler models.
Strong shock dampers prevent the
loading doors from falling downward
when not desired. Through just soft
pressure, the loading doors can be
closed gas-tight.
For use in carpentry shops and in
operations with chopping systems,
wood loading chamber extensions can
be provided to enlarge the wood
loading volume. The front loading
doors stay in place for loading with
logwood.
The loading chamber extension is
built with hydronic connections and is
welded to the main boiler. The
extended wood loading chamber thus
cannot warp through heat impact and
the boiler remains safe and can be
closed tightly even after years of
operation.

Because these large boilers are
installed in industry operations and
have very high loads place on them,
we build the entire wood loading
portion of the boiler from 20 mm
strong steel plate. That gives
protection against corrosion. That
way, aggressive acids, which can exist
in carpentry waste and with old and
waste wood, will not prematurely
destroy the boiler walls.

But resignation is not a solution to the
problem. We have therefore decided
to build boilers that even with
extremely heavy use are long lasting
and future-oriented.

To protect our resources with
future generations in mind, it is
necessary to use long lasting
products. We cannot just give the
future to our children. Rather the
opposite.

Intelligent Flow
Technology
Until a few years ago, all wood-fired
boilers had to be operated with
natural draft.
To achieve acceptable operation, it
was necessary to have a chimney with
good draft. But there were always
situations in which wood heating led
to problems.

To make a wood-fired system better,
more comfortable and convenient, we
furnish our modern wood gasification
boilers with a modulating, induced
draft blower. We therefore do not
depend on the chimney draft.

Turbulators have been inserted to
lead the hot gases between the heat
transfer surfaces above the secondary
combustion chamber. These
turbulators are provided with gas
settling zones and pre-established
break points.
Once the boiler has been successfully
installed and started-up, the lengths of
the turbulators and design of the
blower wheel are adjusted to the
specific operating conditions of the
system. The flow characteristics of
the flue gas passageways are thus
matched to the existing chimney draft
characteristics.
Through this system-based
adjustment of the boiler, it is possible
to select a turbulator layout that leads
the combustion gases over longer
length pathways. The multiple
changes in flow direction inside the
secondary combustion chamber and
in the heat transfer passageways
results in longer residence times in
the burnout and heat transfer sections
of the boiler than is the case in
conventional wood-fired systems.
Operation with constant high
efficiency can thus be achieved.

In order for a boiler to be operated
acceptably, it had to be designed with
simple flow geometry and only
minimal resistance to combustion gas
flow. This led to excessive flue gas
temperatures and corresponding poor
efficiency levels.

The quality and the capacity of the
blower is, along with the motor
power, also dependent on the size, the
number and arrangement of the
blades on the blower wheel, and the
optimal fit of the inlet injectors at the
blower entry.
To enable excellent fine-tuning of the
blower capacity to the natural
chimney draft, we offer multiple styles
and sizes of blower wheels.

The couple are splurging their heating
cost savings on vacation in Ascona.

To be able to guarantee this result, it
is necessary to control the induced
draft blower based on exhaust gas
temperature. The two-stage blower
heats up the boiler during an ignition
phase within the shortest time up to
its setpoint temperature and then
maintains a quiet, steady operation.
Should the exhaust gas temperature
exceed the maximum setpoint, the
blower shuts off until the temperature
sinks down again to the desired level.
After the complete burnout of wood
fuel in the boiler, the blower switches
automatically off, until a new heating
cycle starts again.
The multi-stage induced draft
blower optimizes the chimney
performance and guarantees a
regulated combustion process with
highest efficiency at constant, low
exhaust gas temperature.

Investing in product
finish
We deliver the best technology that
you can buy.
Whoever demands the best
technology must also include in his
specification the components that
surround the boiler system. A smart
control system therefore belongs on a
high technology boiler. And other
components which coordinate and
oversee all functions of the boiler and
combustion-dependent auxiliary
devices.

Large loading and cleaning door are
especially necessary and more
expensive to produce than small
doors. They have to be built robustly,
reinforced and insulated with multiple
layers to ensure that they are not
affected by heat and thus leak-tight.

A conventionally-built boiler can
hardly go into the basement without
scratching and denting. And already
after just a small number of days in
operation, it looks old. Normal boiler
jackets just don’t serve the purpose
for the high demands placed daily on a
wood-fired system.

Every Lopper boiler has an integrated
control system, which makes quick
heat-up possible. Cold-start problems
are largely avoided.
After the complete burnout of wood
fuel, the residual heat of the boiler is
purged until the boiler temperature
falls back to the supply temperature
setpoint. The boiler efficiency
therefore increases. The additional
yield through thermal post-purge
amounts to up to 9 percent per burn
cycle.
During the shutdown phase of the
boiler system, in the summer months,
the boiler control system switches on
all of the pumps for two minutes every
two days to prevent undesired pump
blockage at the beginning of a new
burn cycle.
Lopper gasification boilers distinguish
themselves through perfect details.
Massive hand grasps with long lever
mechanisms ensure that the doors
open effortlessly and close securely.
Oversized hinges ensure that the
doors latch without warping for many
years.

Through use of strong, shaped gaskets
with contact/seating surfaces all
around the wide door frames, the
leak-tightness is ensured even under
light pressure.
The specially built supply and return
hydronic connections ensure
unimpeded flow of return water
through the boiler and no pressureinduced steam release caused by
localized overheating within the
pressure vessel.

We have therefore packaged our
boilers with hard shipping materials.
We also use embossed aluminum
plate for the boiler jacket. Even after a
number of years, the boiler therefore
looks just like when it was sold.
Without scratches, without dents, and
without rusty edges.
By opening the wood loading door,
the air dampers close and the
induced draft blower switches to
the highest speed. The boiler can
therefore opened and re-loaded
without danger.

Flexibility in design
instead of “one size
fits all”
Lopper gasification boilers are built
for the job. Mass production is used
only for the heat exchangers, the
combustion chamber technology, and
for high quality preparation of
materials. Individual boiler
production is the type of
manufacturing that we perform.

We have taken the concept of
individuality to the maximum. Lopper
gasification boilers incorporate our
most attractive ideas.
Lopper boilers are not disposable
articles. They are intended for long
service life. Ample in convenience and
with high-class value.

In boiler rooms with low ceilings, it is
occasionally necessary to exhaust the
flue gas sideways in order to minimize
boiler height. We handle such special
cases without price surcharges.
So that rapid heat-up can be
accomplished in a multi-story,
hydronic loop, and so that constant
circulation is possible, a return water
mixing valve and recirculation loop
must be included in order to quickly
achieve minimum return water
temperature requirements. This also
enables the timely and stepwise flow
of hot supply water to the hydronic
loop and domestic water system.
The three-way mixing valve must be
appropriately sized and coupled to an
electric-drive motor so that it can
quickly react to all temperature
changes.
Such rapid control capability is
necessary so that the combustion
process can take place cleanly at the
same time. Especially if a boiler were
to be fed too much air during start-up
and if the return water temperature
were too low, then poor combustion
with smoke formation and soot would
result.

We have noticeably influenced the
development of wood-fired boiler
technology during recent years. Many
of our design solutions have been
adopted in principle by other
manufacturers. Imitation is the
sincerest form of flattery.

Whether the cleaning doors are on the
right or left sides, for the DRUMMER
boiler, or whether a wood loading
chamber extension is necessary – all
of these details are determined by the
customer based on his individual
needs.

Today we live in a time in which
quality awareness has been
growing. Purchasers of wood-fired
systems are therefore more
prepared to pay a somewhat higher
price for superior materials and the
best quality construction.

Since the launching of our first boiler
product, we have been continuously
involved with meeting customer
needs and suggestions. This has led to
building small boilers that can use
meter-length logwood as well as to
our complete system for modular
boiler construction.

Don’t rest until you know
everything about Lopper woodfired boilers.

Also a first class
guarantee
Lopper wood-fired boilers are built
rock solid to minimize wear and tear.
They are designed for a service life of
30 to 40 years. Our current boiler
models have reached a stage of
development that would leave room
only for minimal further technical
progress.

There are also different quality levels
for cast parts in the wood
coalbed/grate section of the boiler.
Normal cast steel starts to glow at
about 400 deg C and shows the
beginning of the melting process. We
therefore use special cast steel with
higher chrome and nickel content in
all Lopper wood gasification boilers.

Trust is good, but guarantees are
better. Also, while each Lopper wood
boiler is built so rock solid and robust
that the guarantee never becomes an
issue, it is comforting to know that
you have purchased a product whose
manufacturer is convinced about it
being of the best possible quality.

We think that a lot of customers
appreciate products of higher quality.
It therefore pays to talk with us. Good
combustion systems are not cheap.
The wrong choice is especially costly.

The distribution of our boilers occurs
through the heating trade, which also
handles installation. This creates
employment in the region and offers
assurance that the system will be
properly installed and regularly
maintained during operation.

We guarantee the careful selection of
materials and the highest quality
standards for metal working and
welding.
We are especially selective in the
choice of steel suppliers. We use only
steel plate with European Union
certification even though cheaper
materials could be gotten elsewhere.
The quality difference first shows
during fabrication. Certified steel can
be welded and shaped without
problem – the same handling would
lead, however, to cracks and
imperfections in cheaper steel.
Such quality defects resulting from
inferior materials lead to further
problems, including premature failure
through combustion-driven, acidbased corrosion in crack areas
We are continuously confronted with
low-price competition from other
manufacturers who use lower quality
steel and construction techniques. We
cannot, and do not want to, have
anything to do with that.
Like all Lopper products, the
DRUMMER and DRAGON gasification
boilers are consequently built for long
service life and retained value. It is
rather more expensive to produce
boilers in our meticulous style. But
the result is worth the effort.

10 Year Guarantee

How much have poor quality
purchases cost you in recent years?
Think about that for a moment.

We stand behind every Lopper
pressure vessel and domestic water
tank with a 10 year guarantee. We
do not let anyone else beat us in
product quality.

The new DRUMMER
Every DRUMMER is made by hand one
at a time.
Every boiler is registered in our
production book. Customer
information is entered, we know when
the boiler was manufactured, and
which boilermaker made it.

Quality without compromise has been
the trademark of our work. We
knowingly go to considerable length
in providing high-value technical
solutions.

We are a craftsman boiler shop and
make everything in our own facility.
With the DRUMMER we have created
a generation of boilers that will be just
as current and trend-setting in 20
years as they are today. Boilers that
will continue to hold a place of special
distinction.

The DRUMMER
wood gasifier – the
system and the
technology
Do you remember? Not the forest
dieback due to acid rain, rather the
high oil prices during the early 1980s,
which brought innovative
technologies.
We did our first combustion testing
with a cyclone combustion chamber
already in 1979. The engineering for
the DRUMMER began in 1985. During
the journey from research to product
sales we developed the fundamentals
which led to comprehensive
specifications for the new boiler.

1.
The wood fuel can be
conveniently loaded through the large
loading doors.
2.
In the inverted cone-shaped
loading chamber, even odd-shaped
pieces of firewood will flow
downward reliably to the grate.

primary air passageway closes when
the wood loading door is opened.
Annoying smoke releases through the
door opening are thus prevented.
Boiler capacity is controlled through
the motor-driven opening and closing
of the primary air damper.

3.
The entire loading chamber,
which is the most vulnerable part of a
wood-fired boiler, is fabricated with
10 to 20 mm thickness steel plate.
The boiler is therefore practically
indestructible.

The development work for the
DRUMMER was based on the
revolutionary cyclone-type secondary
combustion chamber – a red glowing
burnout drum, which gave the boiler
its name of DRUMMER – and also on
the flue gas temperature-dependent
control system, which mixes in just
the right amount of oxygen based on
real-time heating load.
Systematic product development
achieved the first boiler sale in 1986.
In 1989 we founded Lopper Kesselbau
GmbH as the first Swiss boiler factory
on German soil. As a follow-up step in
product development, we are now
launching our new boiler generation,
which incorporates a three-piece
cyclone, secondary combustion
chamber and insulation of the glow
bed with side and bottom ceramic
grates.

4.
The ceramic honeycomb
grate is readily accessible, and ash
removal is easy.
5.
Robust aluminum,
embossed, sheet plate is used for the
boiler jacket and is impact resistant
and free of corrosion.
6.
Both passageways for
primary and secondary combustion
air are led separately through the hot
zone under the cyclone, secondary
combustion chamber.

Over fifty percent of our new
customers purchase a Lopper woodfired boiler based on the
recommendation of previous
customers.

7.
The combustion gas is
ignited again in the secondary
combustion chamber and the carbon
monoxide and unburned organic
particulates are completely burned.

8.
The combustion airflow
regulation is motor-driven. The

9.
Pre-heated secondary air is
mixed into the combustion gas in the
mixing channel at the entry to the
secondary combustion chamber.
10.
The flue gas temperaturebased Thermo-difference control
regulates and monitors the two-stage
combustion process.
11.
The hot combustion gases
are led through the turbulators that
are inserted between the heat
exchanger surfaces. The gases give up
their heat to the boiler water.
12.
The heat exchangers are
located directly above the secondary
heat exchanger. This makes
condensate formation impossible.

13.
The entire control system is
integrated into a single box mounted
on the boiler top panel.

16.
The high-quality mineral
wool insulation reduces jacket
radiation losses.

14.
The top-mounted exhaust
outlet enables a problem-free
connection to vent piping in all
directions.

17.
The silver-colored,
embossed, sheet metal jacket gives the
DRUMMER a robust and aesthetic
appearance.

15.
The thermal-safety heat
exchanger is built-in as a standard
feature in all boilers up to 90 kW
capacity.

The solid,
maintenance-free
Thermo-difference
control
Measurements made by the
combustion sector of wood-fired
boilers indicate that combustion takes
place in a more complex manner than
is generally accepted.
While high temperatures are
favorable for the avoidance of carbon
monoxide and fine particulates,
nitrogen oxides, on the other hand,
increase at higher flame temperature.

It is part of our successful concept
to build only strong, robust boilers.
Thus there are hardly any repair or
maintenance costs and the service
life of our systems is far longer than
average.
So it stands true, that the combustion
gas temperature in the cyclone,
secondary combustion chamber must
stay at a constant 1000 deg C.
Nitrogen oxide emissions are minimal
up to 1000 deg C.
This temperature condition is held
constant by our Thermo-difference
control. It monitors the combustion
gas temperature and mixes in the
right amount of secondary air in order
to ignite and burnout the partiallyburned gases inside the cyclone,
secondary combustion chamber.
Along with the total quantity of air,
the proper ratio of primary and
secondary air, which depends on type
and shape of wood fuel used, is
controlled by the Thermo-difference
control. The control provides quick
and flexible reaction capability for the
electrically-regulated airflow control.

The Thermo-difference control and
the three-step cyclone, secondary
combustion chamber result in a
combustion process consisting of pregasification and secondary
combustion, which adjusts itself
continuously to boiler load. Also
when the boiler only operates at partload, high combustion quality is
nevertheless ensured.

We invented the Thermo-difference
control so that you would not have to
spend your whole life standing in
front of the boiler to constantly adjust
levers, screws or dampers, but rather
to make all of these adjustments
automatically to changing combustion
conditions “on the fly”.

… provides for
complete combustion
in the glowing hot,
cyclone secondary
combustion chamber
Many new technical ideas that are
featured in boilers made by other
manufacturers actually originated in
Lopper boilers.

The higher the flame temperature, the
higher the nitrogen oxide (NOx)
concentration in the exhaust gas. This
is correct but only half the truth. We
developed the cyclone, secondary
combustion chamber in order to avoid
the formation of toxic combustion
residuals. But although a constant
flame temperature of 1000 deg C is
established, the formation of nitrogen
oxide is minimal. The ideal
combustion chamber geometry and
the two-stage combustion process
make this possible.

The most reliable indicator of
combustion quality is the carbon
monoxide concentration in the
exhaust gases. The better the
burnout, the lower the toxic CO
concentration. The average CO
concentration in most commerciallyavailable wood boilers is about 0.3
percent (3000 ppm). Lopper woodgasification boilers, though, with their
cyclone, secondary combustion
chambers, produce less than 0.05
percent (500 ppm) carbon monoxide.

That our combustion concept (of
incorporating a cyclone, secondary
combustion chamber in a gasification
boiler) was adopted by other boiler
companies, shows that we were right.

We guarantee to you that every
Lopper wood-gasification boilers
meets all international
environmental standards.
The cyclone, secondary combustion
chamber has the task of providing
sufficient residence time and enough
temperature to enable the complete
combustion of unburned gases that
are released during gasification in the
primary combustion chamber. Within
just a few minutes after boiler startup, secondary air is mixed into the
carbon monoxide and methane-laden
gases to ignite them and, with the
typical blue-colored flame, then
achieve complete burnout.
The advantage of combustion in the
glowing red cyclone, secondary
combustion chamber is the extremely
clean burnout of combustion gases
and consequent maximum fuel
utilization efficiency. The cyclone,
secondary combustion chamber is the
center of the fire.

DRUMMER halfmeter length boiler
– new but with
classic styling
Over the next few years, wood-fired
systems will be growing in popularity
in Europe. Boilers with small wood
loading capacity will be used less,
though, because the time and effort
required for cutting and splitting
firewood, and then for frequent reloading has become too great.

One of the main requirements for
modern wood-fired systems is the
ability to cleanly and efficiently burn
the largest possible split pieces and
coarse chunks of wood without
additional processing.

DRUMMER 15 and 25 –
the basic models

DRUMMER 35 –
the most popular model

DRUMMER 45 and 65 –
the big ones

The smaller DRUMMER boilers have a
loading chamber that is 58 cm wide
and 35 cm deep. Their wood loading
capacity is 140 liters (4.9 ft3). They
are especially suited for small thermal
storage systems of 800 to 1000 liters
of water volume.

This is the ideal boiler for thermal
storage systems with 1500 to 2000
liters of water volume. Its wood
loading volume capacity is 180 liters
(6.3 ft3). Odd-shaped wood pieces
flow downward problem-free through
the 58 cm wide and 40 cm deep
loading chamber.

The DRUMMER 45 with its wood
loading volume of 210 liters (7.4 ft3)
and the DRUMMER 65 with its wood
loading volume of 250 liters (8.8 ft3)
are eminently suited for thermal
storage systems with 3000 to 4000
liters of water volume. The wood
loading chambers are 58 cm wide, and
50 and 58 cm deep respectively.

With a minimal footprint of 140 x 75
cm (55 inches x 30 inches), the
DRUMMER 35 can fit into the smallest
boiler rooms.

Even in large houses, these models do
the job during very cold winter days.

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

The story about
(too) low flue gas
temperatures

Wood-fired boilers with exhaust
gas blowers – helping combustion

Wood-fired boilers with
atmospheric draft

If the chimney is furnished with a
stainless steel insert, then flue gas
temperatures as low as 180 deg C can
be handled. In a masonry chimney,
though, the flue gas temperature
should be at least 200 deg C.
Otherwise, condensate and deposits of
tar and acids will solidify on the
chimney walls. Cracking and spalling
will occur and an expensive chimney
renovation will become necessary.

Atmospheric-draft boilers require
higher flue gas temperatures than
forced-draft boilers. This is because
the chimney draft is the driving force
for combustion airflow though the
boiler. At the top of the chimney, the
flue gas temperature should be
around 70-90 deg C. This means that
the flue gas temperature at the
chimney entrance must be at least 250
t0 270 deg C.

The loading chamber expands
conically downward, so that the wood
can flow properly.

Wood-fired boilers are not intended to
be low-temperature or condensing
boilers. And normal chimneys react
with especial sensitively to
condensate from wood combustion.
But how low or high should the flue
gas temperatures really be? What is
sensible or not sensible? Here we
would like to identify the most
important criteria for establishing the
flue gas temperature.

With exhaust temperatures that are
too low, a tarry sludge can form, or
even a chimney fire could then occur.

DRUMMER boiler
for meter length
firewood – offers
power and
convenience
Years of experience in the
manufacturing of wood-fired boilers,
continual testing of new ideas, the use
of the best materials and modern
fabrication technologies, plus
cooperation with customers, who
always make their wishes and
suggestions know – these are what led
to the DRUMMER boiler for meter
length firewood.

DRUMMER 40 –
the Revolutionary
Never before has there been a boiler
for meter length firewood with a
sloping loading door and only 260
liters (9.1 ft3) of wood loading
volume. It therefore needs a domestic
hot water (or thermal storage)
capacity of 2500 to 3000 liters.
The wood loading chamber is 114 cm
wide and 35 cm deep. The DRUMMER
40 is the right boiler for a farmhouse
with about 200 to 250 square meters
(2400 to 3000 ft2) of living area.
_______________________________________
Flue gas temperature and efficiency
There is a direct relationship between
flue gas temperature and efficiency.
According to DIN Standard 4702, a
heating boiler loses one percent of
efficiency per 17 deg C of increased
flue gas temperature.
A top-quality wood-fired boiler with a
flue gas temperature of only 190 deg C
therefore has a flue gas loss of 11.2
percent based on the net heating value
of wood (or about 18 percent based
on the gross heating value of wood).

They are exemplary of our philosophy
to offer only innovative boiler
technology. Anybody who starts a
friendship with a DRUMMER meterlength boiler soon notices that there is
no other wood boiler that is so
extraordinary.

Drummer 50, 70 and 90 –
the versatile ones

DRUMMER 120,
180,250,350,500,750 and 1000 –
the special ones

The boilers are for use with thermal
storage systems with about 4000 to
7000 liters of water. The wood
loading volume is 360 liters (12.6 ft3)
at 50 kW thermal capacity, 410 liters
(14.4 ft3) at 70 kW capacity, and 500
liters (17.5 ft3) for the 90 kW boiler.

These large boilers are used mostly in
commercial operations. Their huge
wood loading volumes of 700 to 3400
liters (25 to 120 ft3) require
corresponding large domestic hot
water or thermal storage systems.

As with all DRUMMER boilers, the
DRUMMER 50, 70 and 90 can also
burn wood chips and waste wood, in
addition to split firewood.
______________________________________
The boiler also loses an additional 2
percent or so of efficiency through
unburned coals and jacket radiation.
It can therefore achieve a maximum
efficiency of 87-88 percent based on
the net heating value of wood (or
about 82 percent based on the gross
heating value of wood).
To reach the sometimes advertised
efficiency level of 90 percent (net
heating value) or 84 percent (gross
heating value), the flue gas
temperature would have to be no
more than 140 to 150 deg C.

The wood loading chamber is 127 cm
(50 inches) wide so that whole pallet
boards can fit. The entire wood
loading chamber is constructed of 20
mm thickness steel plate. Corrosion
has no chance here.
________________________________________
Such a low flue gas temperature is
only achievable with a special Low
NOX, condensing boiler and chimney
system for oil or gas-firing. A woodfired system with this level of
efficiency is not practically needed.
Efficiencies of greater than 90 percent
(net heating value – or 85 percent
gross heating value) do not make
sense because normal wood-fired
systems just are not made to achieve
such levels.

Technical Data, Dimensions and Weights

Aufsicht
Hinten
Serviceseite
Front

Plan view
Back
Service side
Front

A = Gesamttiefe
B = Gesamtbreite
C = Hoehe (ohne Saugzuggeblaese)
D = Fuelltuerhoehe (gerader Kessel)
(plumb/level boiler)
E = Ruecklaufhoehe
F = Vorlaufhoehe
G = Rueckwand/Rauchrohrmitte
blower
H = Rauchrohrdurchmesser
L = Nennweite VL/RL
piping
M = Fuelltuerbreite (gerade kessel)
N = Fuelltuerhoehe (gerader kessel)
P = Hoehe Saugzuggeblaese
R = Notwendiger Abstand zur Decke
S = Abst. Rauchrohrmitte/Abgasstutzen
connector
T = Kleinstes Einbringmass ohne Verkleidung
doors
Und Tueren
U = Hoehe Einfuelloeffnung (schraeger Kessel)
V = Fuelltuerhoehe (schraeger Kessel)
W = Fuelltuerbreite (schraeger Kessel)
X = Hoehe Mitte Abgasstutzen ab Boden
floor

Total depth
Total width
Height (without exhaust gas blower)
Wood loading door height from floor

1 = Fuelltuere
2 = Aschetuere
3 = Reinigungstuere
4 = Heizungsvorlauf
5 = Heizungsruecklauf
6 = Kranhaken
7 = thermische Ablaufsicherung

Wood loading door
Ash door
Cleaning door
Hydronic supply water
Hydronic return water
Lifting hooks
thermal safety relief

10 = Muffe/Fuehler Ablaufsicherung
12 = Tauchhuelse fuer Abgasthermostat
13 = Saugzuggeblaese
15 = Entlueftung
16 = Entleerung
17 = Sicherheitsruecklauf

thermal safety relief connection
Sensor well for exhaust gas thermostat
Exhaust gas blower
Air separator
Drain
Thermal safety Hx return

Return water connection height
Supply water connection height
Back wall of boiler to vertical centerline of
Smoke pipe diameter
Nominal diameter – hydronic supply and return
Wood loading door width (plumb/level boiler)
Wood loading door height
Height of blower
Required clearance from ceiling
Distance from center of blower to vent
Smallest handling dimension without jacket and

Height of wood loading opening (sloped boiler)
Wood loading door height (sloped boiler)
Wood loading door width (sloped boiler)
Height of center of flue gas pipe connector from

Technische Daten
Allgemein Betriebsdaten

General operating data

Mindestwaermeleistung
Hoechstwaermeleistung
MittlereWaermeleistung
Zulaessiger Betriebsueberdruck
Zulaessiger Betriebstemperatur
Mindestruecklauftemperatur
Wasserseitiger Widerstand bei Qn und
Delta T = 20 K
Mindesdurchsatz fuer die
Hx
Thermische Ablaufsicherung
Maximaler Wasserdurchsatz Q
Brennraumtiefe
Kesselwasserinhalt

Minimum thermal capacity
Maximum thermal capacity
Mid-range thermal capacity
Maximum allowable pressure
Maximum allowable temperature
Minimum return water temperature
Water-side pressure drop at rated capacity
and delta T = 20 deg C
Minimum water flow for thermal safety relief

Leistungsdaten bei Nennleistung

Load data at rated capacity

Abgastemperatur, bezogen auf 15 deg C
room
Raumtemp und 80 deg C Kesseltemperatur
CO2 – Gehalt (Kohlendioxid)
CO – Gehalt (Kohlenmonoxid)
NOx – Gehalt (Stickoxid)
Feststoffemission bezogen auf 12% CO2 – Gehalt
concentration
Kesselwirkungsgrad
Abstrahlungsverlust qs

Exhaust gas temperature based on 15 deg C

Inhalte

Contents

Maximale Brennholzlaenge
Fuellschachtinhalt
Fuellmenge Buchenholz mit 20% Wassergehalt
moisture content
Fuellmenge Tannenholz mit 20% Wassergehalt
content
Energieinhalt mit Buchenholz
Brenndauer mit Buchenholz
Energieinhalt mit Tannenholz
Brenndauer mit Tannenholz

Maximum logwood length
Wood loading chamber volume
Loading capacity – hardwood with 20%

Kamin

Chimney

Abgasmassenstrom

Exhaust gas mass flow

Maximum water flow Q
Combustion chamber depth
Boiler water content

temperature and 80 deg C boiler temperature
CO2 concentration (carbon dioxide)
CO concentration (carbon monoxide)
NOx concentration (nitrogen oxide)
Particulate emissions based on 12% CO2
Boiler thermal efficiency
Jacket radiation loss

Loading capacity – softwood with 20% moisture
Energy content with hardwood
Burn time with hardwood
Energy content with softwood
Burn time with softwood

Empfohlener Kaminquerschnitt
Empfohlene Kaminhoehe

Recommended chimney cross-section
Recommended chimney height

Heizwasserspeicher
Empfohlenes Speichervolumen

Thermal storage system
Recommended thermal storage volume

Gewicht 10 mm Ausfuehrung
chamber
Gewicht 20 mm Ausfuehrung
chamber

Weight with 10 mm thick steel - wood storage
Weight with 20 mm thick steel – wood storage

The DRAGON from Lopper –
Top quality and very best technology
In the DRAGON boiler, we bring
together the results of years of
experience in the development and
manufacturing of wood-gasification
boilers. Everything that we have
learned about the art of boilermaking
since the start of our business.

Our first generation of gasification
boilers with the cyclone, secondary
combustion chamber was far from the
perfect technology that we offer in all
Lopper boilers today.

First class material, best fabrication,
absolute reliability and unmatched
cost-effectiveness – the DRAGON is a
superb concept of technology and
quality in wood boiler manufacturing.

The DRAGON wood gasifier –
the system and the technology
For many years, Lopper has been
building wood gasification boilers
with cyclone, secondary combustion
chambers and Thermo-difference
controls.
Over many years, we have refined and
improved the technology and
appearance of our boilers. Function,
quality, environmental-friendliness
and convenience have been
continually perfected. With
combustion in the glowing red
cyclone, secondary combustion
chamber, we have established new
benchmarks for exhaust gas
emissions.

1.
The large wood loading
door enables convenient filling with
firewood.
2.
The inverted, cone-shaped
wood loading chamber allows oddshaped pieces of wood to slide down
without problem.
3.
The cleaning opening for
the flue gas passageways is located on
the front side of the boiler.

7.
Control of combustion
airflow is motor-driven. The primary
air passageway closes when the wood
loading door is opened. The annoying
release of combustion gas is therefore
prevented during wood loading.
8.
The ceramic, honeycomb
grate is readily accessible and ash can
be easily removed.

With the DRAGON boiler series, we
want to offer a gasification boiler with
successful and proven, top technology
in the price-sensitive , middle tier of
the market without taking shortcuts in
quality.
To achieve this goal, it was necessary
to use as many components as
possible that were already used in the
DRUMMER, which means that their
suitability and reliability had been
proven long ago.
Primary combustion air is introduced
and regulated by the integrated
induced draft blower. The pre-heated
secondary air is mixed in, on a
temperature-dependent basis, as
regulated by the Thermo-difference
control. So the combustion process is
continually adjusted to the heating
load.

4.
The entire wood-loading
chamber, the most vulnerable part of a
wood-fired boiler, is made from 10
mm thickness steel plate. That makes
it practically indestructible.
5.
The ceramic, honeycomb
grate prevents the quenching of the
flame and provides for stable behavior
of the glow bed.
6.
In the cyclone, secondary
combustion chamber, the combustion
gases are re-ignited and the carbon
monoxide and fine particulates are
completely burned at 1000 deg C.

9.
Pre-heated, secondary
combustion air is mixed into the
combustion gases in the entry to the
secondary combustion chamber. This
mixing is accomplished by injection
nozzles.
10.
The temperaturedependent, Thermo-difference control
regulates and monitors the
combustion process.
11.
The combusted, hot gases
are led along the heat exchangers by
turbulators that are inserted into the
flue gas passageways. This allows
them to release their heat into the
boiler water.

12.
The high-quality mineral
wool insulation reduces radiation
losses to an absolute minimum value.
13.
The loading of firewood is
especially simple through the
additional, upper loading door.
14.
The complete control
station is integrated into the topmounted boiler panel.

15.
The two-stage, induced
draft blower, used to support exhaust
flow, holds the airflow and
combustion conditions constant.
16.
The heat exchanger for
connection to the thermal relief safety
device is built in as a standard feature.
17.
The silver-colored,
embossed-plate jacket gives the
DRAGON a robust and aesthetic
appearance.

The DRAGON half-meter boiler
with ample wood-loading volume
The convenience of a wood-fired
system is primarily dependent on how
much effort is necessary to prepare
the wood for use in the boiler.

The small boiler has found its place
for 33 cm length firewood, which
normally requires around-the-clock
loading.

Technology for wood-firing has
changed in recent years from the
ground up.

Wood gasification boilers with large
loading volumes are in demand today.
Also sought are boilers in which lower
value wood chips and chunks, as well
as waste wood, can be burned.

.
DRAGON 15 and 25 –
the two small ones
These two small DRAGON boilers are
special for use in low-energy houses
and in combination with solar energy
systems.
Their wood loading volumes are 140
liters and are sufficient for about 1000
liter thermal storage systems. With
simultaneous use of a solar system,
though, the thermal storage system
should be designed larger.

DRAGON 35 –
The beloved one
This most beloved boiler in the
DRAGON series offers an outstanding
price-feature relationship. Its wood
loading volume of 170 liters (6 ft3) is
ample sized.

_______________________________________

The DRAGON 35 needs a thermal
storage system with 1500 to 2000
liters of water content. Odd-shaped
pieces of wood also slide down the 58
cm deep and 40 cm wide wood
loading chamber.

The thing about efficiencies

____________________________________

We live in a high-efficiency seeking
time. Fierce competition over
efficiency levels is occurring among
the suppliers. But where the battle is
fought, the boundaries are often fluid.
Non-technical folks in the wood boiler
industry offer all sorts of varying
definitions. We would like to define
the most important differences in
efficiency measurement fundamentals.

Combustion efficiency
Combustion efficiency describes solely
the relationship of heat released in the
boiler combustion chamber to the
theoretical heat content of the wood
fuel, i.e., how much of the fuel input is
actually converted into available heat..
In that no other measurements are
incorporated into the definition,
combustion efficiency is the least
valuable predictor of efficiency. But it
is especially attractive for advertising

DRAGON 45 –
The strong one
Our larger boiler for half-meter length
firewood, with a wood loading volume
of 260 liters, can hold 110 kg of
hardwood. In order to completely
discharge its energy, it needs a
domestic hot water or thermal storage
system with 3000 to 4000 liters.
Even in large farmhouses, the
DRAGON 45 is in most cases big
enough to only need reloading once
per day during the winter.
_______________________________________
Boiler efficiency
Boiler efficiency describes the
relationship between the useful
quantity of energy (extracted from the
boiler water) and the quantity of
energy input (in the fuel). It is based
on the measured values for rated
capacity, exhaust gas temperature and
standby losses. Boiler efficiency is
lower than combustion efficiency and
is more important for the evaluation
of a boiler.

DRAGON meter-length boilers – convenience instead of mediocrity
In order to keep firewood preparation
effort to the lowest possible level, the
wood needs to be able to be burned in
meter lengths.
The burning of firewood in meterlength pieces saves three steps of
labor. First in the cutting of the
logwood pieces, and then twice more
in handling for stacking and loading.

The opportunity also arises daily for
the use of odd-shaped wood. When
this type of fuel is painstaking to
prepare, its use can be so tedious and
unprofitable that hardly anybody
would be prepared to use such wood.

DRAGON 40 –
best in class

DRAGON 50 –
the pioneer

DRAGON 70 –
the luxury model

The DRAGON 40 is ideal for singlefamily homes and small farmhouses
thanks to its small size. Its wood
loading volume is 220 liters (7.7 ft3).
It thus needs 3000 to 4000 liters of
storage water.

The DRAGON 50 was the first small
boiler that we built for meter-length
logwood. The rest of the boiler series
for meter-length logwood is based on
this model.

The DRAGON 70 is primarily used
where 6000 to 8000 liter thermal
storage systems are available. With
its huge wood loading volume of 510
liters (17.9 ft3), it can heat up the
entire thermal storage system.

The wood loading chamber is 114 cm
deep and 35 cm wide. Thanks to its
narrow construction, the DRAGON 40
can be brought through 80 cm wide
door openings.

Its 260 liter (9.1 ft3) wood loading
volume needs 3500 to 4500 liters of
thermal storage. Also, it can be
brought through an 80 cm door.

____________________________________

____________________________________

System efficiency

Annual efficiency

With the term system efficiency, there
is no single established definition,
since systems have varying
components with different functions
to fulfill. System efficiency is derived
from boiler efficiency and describes a
complete heat-producing system
including all auxiliary energy input.

For the owner of a heating system, the
annual efficiency is truly the best
predictor. It establishes energy use
relative to heating load. With this
term, flue gas temperature, jacket
radiation losses, standby losses and
idle losses are considered.

With the DRAGON 70, especially
convenient wood-fired systems can be
built, which usually only need to be
reloaded once per day.
______________________________________
The annual efficiency measure is
derived from not just the heat supply.
Heating system design and user-based
functions play an important role. It is
therefore not possible to put an
annual efficiency figure into an
advertising brochure. If you
nevertheless receive such a number
from a wood-boiler supplier, without
having done some serious energy
calculations for your house – then PT
Barnum has something more to sell to
you!

With the DRAGON –
TWIN oil is the
alternative
With the DRAGON-TWIN concept we
offer a new dimension to heating.
Two heating systems – wood and oil –
are joined together in one product.
The systems can be used in tandem,
which means a maximum of
convenience.

In spite of its multitude of
possibilities, the DRAGON-TWIN is
simple to operate.
The advantages of this bivalent
heating system are overwhelming.
Completely independent of which
fuel-type is used, the system meets
your exact heating needs.

With wood, when you have enough for
the entire winter, or with oil, when
there is not enough wood, or when
you just don’t have the interest in
heating with wood.

The perfect woodoil concept with
absolute everyday
usefulness
The DRAGON-TWIN is a unique threepass boiler built to be used with oil or
gas-fired burners.
The burner is fully protected with the
removable shroud. Conventional
flame-retention burners, and also
modern, low NOX burners, can be
used.

The advantages of the separated
boiler concept of the DRAGON-TWIN,
compared to the integrated dual-fuel
boilers still sold by others today,
include operating safety and cleaner
combustion.

With conventional, dual-fuel boilers,
the oil burner fires into the woodfired portion of the boiler. A separate,
protected, combustion chamber is
lacking for the burner flame. The
burner nozzle then becomes coated
with carbon deposits and has to be
frequently replaced.
Often the oil-firing will then suddenly
and unexpectedly suffer failure. Wood
tar can stop a boiler cold. With the
accompanying “joy” of waiting for
customer service and then paying for
hours of boiler and burner cleaning,
the affected owner of such a dual-fuel
boiler can only sing the blues.
We therefore depend on the
somewhat more expensive, but
significantly more robust and reliable,
double-boiler system for wood and
oil-firing. And also, the existing strict
requirements in several countries for
clean and environmentally-friendly
combustion can only be met with two
separate boilers.
The DRAGON-TWIN is a modern
central heating system for wood
and oil-firing with automatic
switchover from wood to oil/gas
burner operation. The DRAGONTWIN has the features to meet
today’s needs.

DRAGON-TWIN 15 and 25 –
the two small combi-boilers

DRAGON-TWIN 35 –
the one with bigger capacity

The two small DRAGON-TWIN boilers
have a wood-firing thermal capacity of
15 or 25 kW and a wood loading
volume of 140 liters (4.9 ft3). That
corresponds to about 50 kg of
hardwood.

The larger DRAGON-TWIN has a
wood-fired thermal capacity of 35 kW
and holds about 170 liters (6 ft3), or
about 70 kg, of hardwood.

The oil-fired thermal capacity is 15 to
23 kW. The total height of the
combination is 179 cm with a
footprint of 130 x 80 cm.

Its thermal capacity during oil-firing is
25 to 32 kW. The footprint is 130 x 80
cm, although it is 193 cm high,
because of the larger wood boiler.

This fellow is switching his DRAGONTWIN from wood-firing over to oil.

Technische Daten
Masse
Gewichte

Technical Data
Dimensions
Weights

Holzheizkessel
Holz-Oelheizkessel

Wood-fired boiler
Wood/oil-fired boiler

Aufsicht
Ansicht
Serviceseite
Front
Rueck

Plan view
View
Service side
Front
Rear

A = Gesamttiefe
B = Gesamtbreite
C = Gesamthoehe
C1 = Gesamthoehe DRAGON-TWIN
D = Vorlaufhoehe
D1 = Vorlaufhoehe DRAGON-TWIN
E = Ruecklaufhoehe
E1 = Ruecklaufhoehe DRAGON-TWIN
F = Hoehe der oberen Einfuelloeffnung
G = Fuelltuerhoehe
H = Rauchrohrdurchmesser
H1 = Rauchrohrdurchmesser DRAGON-TWIN
K = Rauchrohrhoehe
K1 = Rauchrohrhoehe DRAGON-TWIN
L = Nennweite VL/RL
M = Breite Fuelltuere vorne
N = Hoehe Fuelltuere vorne
X/Y = Brenner/Rauchrohr-Mitte DRAGON-TWIN
Z = Seitl. Abstand zur Rauchrohr-Mitte

Total depth
Total width
Total height
Total height DRAGON-TWIN
Supply water connection height
Supply water connection height DRAGON-TWIN
Return water connection height
Return water connection height DRAGON-TWIN
Height of upper opening for loading
Height of loading door
Smoke pipe diameter
Smoke pipe diameter DRAGON-TWIN
Height of smoke pipe
Height of smoke pipe DRAGON-TWIN
Nominal diameter – hydronic supply/return
piping
Width of front wood loading door
Height of front wood loading door
Burner exhaust pipe – center DRAGON-TWIN
Horizontal distance to center of smoke pipe

1 = Fuelltuere
2 = Aschetuere
3 = Reinigungstuere
4 = Kesselsteuerung
5 = Heizungsvorlauf
6 = Heizungsruecklauf
7 = thermische Ablaufsicherung
8 = Tauchhuelse fuer Zugregler
9 = Tauchhuelse fuer Kesselthermostat
10 = Tauchhuelse fuer Abgasthermostat
11 = Tauchhuelse fuer Sekundaerluftregler
12 = Muffe/Fuehler Ablaufsicherung
12 = Tauchhuelse fuer Abgasthermostat

Wood loading door
Ash door
Cleaning door
Boiler control
Hydronic supply water
Hydronic return water
thermal safety relief
Sensor well for flow regulator
Sensor well for boiler thermostat
Sensor well for exhaust gas thermostat
Sensor well for secondary air control
thermal safety relief connection
Sensor well for exhaust gas thermostat

13 = Saugzuggeblaese
14 = Abgasstutzen
15 = Abgasventilator
16 = obere Einfuelloeffnung
17 = Entleerung
18 = Entlueftung
19 = Entleerung DRAGON-TWIN

Exhaust gas blower
Exhaust gas support
Exhaust gas blower
Upper opening for loading
Drain
Air separator
Drain DRAGON-TWIN

Technische Daten
Allgemeine Betriebsdaten

General operating data

Mindestwaermeleistung
Hoechstwaermeleistung
MittlereWaermeleistung
Zulaessiger Betriebsueberdruck
Zulaessiger Betriebstemperatur
Mindestruecklauftemperatur
Wasserseitiger Widerstand bei Qn und
Delta T = 20 K
Mindesdurchsatz fuer die
Hx
Thermische Ablaufsicherung
Maximaler Wasserdurchsatz Q
Brennraumtiefe
Kesselwasserinhalt

Minimum thermal capacity
Maximum thermal capacity
Mid-range thermal capacity
Maximum allowable pressure
Maximum allowable temperature
Minimum return water temperature
Water-side pressure drop at rated capacity
and delta T = 20 deg C
Minimum water flow for thermal safety relief

Leistungsdaten bei Nennleistung

Load data at rated capacity

Abgastemperatur, bezogen auf 15 deg C
room
Raumtemp und 80 deg C Kesseltemperatur
CO2 – Gehalt (Kohlendioxid)
CO – Gehalt (Kohlenmonoxid)
NOx – Gehalt (Stickoxid)
Feststoffemission bezogen auf 12% CO2 – Gehalt
concentration
Kesselwirkungsgrad
Abstrahlungsverlust qs

Exhaust gas temperature based on 15 deg C

Inhalte

Content values

Maximale Brennholzlaenge
Fuellschachtinhalt
Fuellmenge Buchenholz mit 20% Wassergehalt
moisture content
Fuellmenge Tannenholz mit 20% Wassergehalt
content

Maximum logwood length
Wood loading chamber volume
Loading capacity – hardwood with 20%

Maximum water flow Q
Combustion chamber depth
Boiler water content

temperature and 80 deg C boiler temperature
CO2 concentration (carbon dioxide)
CO concentration (carbon monoxide)
NOx concentration (nitrogen oxide)
Particulate emissions based on 12% CO2
Boiler thermal efficiency
Jacket radiation loss

Loading capacity – softwood with 20% moisture

Energieinhalt mit Buchenholz
Brenndauer mit Buchenholz
Energieinhalt mit Tannenholz
Brenndauer mit Tannenholz

Energy content with hardwood
Burn time with hardwood
Energy content with softwood
Burn time with softwood

Kamin

Chimney

Abgasmassenstrom
Empfohlener Kaminquerschnitt
Empfohlene Kaminhoehe

Exhaust gas mass flow
Recommended chimney cross-section
Recommended chimney height

Heizwasserspeicher
Empfohlenes Speichervolumen

Thermal storage system
Recommended thermal storage volume

Gewicht

Weight

Technische Aenderungen bleiben vorbehalten!

We reserve the right to make changes to
technical specifications without prior notice.

You are purchasing
the future

Quality and
intelligent
technology

You should set your standards when
you purchase a heating system.

Your heating system operates for
about 1800 hours per year.

Demand best quality, true
convenience and highest safety. You
also have to think about the fact that
in not too many years, you will have to
meet even higher standards for clean
and environmentally-friendly
combustion.

During the same amount of time, an
automobile would travel a distance of
100,000 kilometers even if only at an
average speed of 55 km per hour.
Equally high combustion
temperatures are produced during
combustion in automobile engines
and in the secondary combustion
chamber of a Lopper boiler.

There are new requirements being put
into effect in all countries. When you
buy a Lopper boiler, you are also
buying a place in the future. Buying
less now could be more expensive in
the future.
Today we live in a time when quality
awareness is continually growing.
Purchasers of wood-fired systems are
therefore more prepared to pay
somewhat higher prices for superior
materials and for the best fabrication
quality.

For every automobile driver, it is
understood that maintenance is to be
done at regular intervals. You expect,
though, to operate your heating
system to function problem-free for
the next 30 years. Without a huge
amount of maintenance work and
hardly any repairs.
In order to meet such demands, there
needs to be smart technology in
combination with the best materials
and serious craftsmanship.
These are all to be had in a Lopper
boiler.

Trust the judgment of official testing
authorities.

Modern styling

A robust heating boiler does not
necessarily have to be ugly.
A heating boiler used in single family
homes, in farmhouses or in
commercial operations should present
a respectable outward appearance so
that it does not look old after only a
few weeks.

Conventional boiler jackets are no
longer sufficient.
We have therefore chosen a
combination of steel boiler body and
embossed aluminum plate. So that the
boiler looks like new for many years.
Without dents and scratches or rusty
edges. Not a cheap solution. But this
is our job.

